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Abstract: OPENi’s Personal Cloudlets framework as a novel approach to enhancing users control and privacy over
their data on a data driven, cloud-based platform. The OPENi concept and the research objectives that influenced the
design and implementation of OPENi’s Personal Cloudlet Framework. We outline OPENi’s architecture and describe
how through the use of REST based endpoints, object-based access control, OPENiTypes, and stateless JSON Web
Token (JWT) it allows users share, reuse, and control access to their data across many mobile applications while
maintaining cloud scalability. Furthermore how a number of the Personal Cloudlet Framework’s features enhance a
users privacy and control, including: the User Dashboard, the Privacy Preserving Data Aggregator, and the fine grained
access control mechanism.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A central aspect of the contemporary digital economy is
that of personal information. Many of the largest and most
valuable Internet companies such as Google and Facebook
are based on the business model of harvesting user data in
order accurately facilitate the targeting of advertisements,
and the influencing of behaviour. This business model is
one which also applies to the market for smartphone and
tablet applications. At present the privacy policies of these
services generally operate on a take it or leave it basis;
where users either reject the gathering of their personal
information by not using a service or application, or they
use the service under terms and conditions which they
have little control over. With the inevitable move towards
increased use of cloud computing these trends can be
expected to continue and even to be exacerbated as more
user data will be stored at remote locations.
The OPENi project provides a platform which will alter
the dynamics of user control over their personal data. Its
main components are the API framework and the Personal
Cloudlet framework. The API framework allows for
frictionless interoperability between cloud based services,
and the Personal Cloudlet framework. The Personal
Cloudlet is a virtual space that securely stores user data
and gives users primary control over that data. OPENi
allows for users to decide which aspects of their personal
data they are prepared to share by giving them the option
of fine grained authorization and access control. Therefore
OPENi as a platform solves some of the problems raised,
by empowering the user to take control of their digital
identity and describes the user controlled privacy
capabilities Of OPENi.

Framework is the primary focus of this project. The key
objectives and other considerations that influenced their
design. The Cloudlet Framework’s privacy aware and
user-centric features were implemented and how they were
influenced by the objectives set out in the OPENi project.
II. GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
1) To build a web based security and authorization
framework that will satisfy a context broker and the
service provider’s requirements that will enable the
sharing of context information between applications in
accordance with the users privacy settings and provide
more control to user over their data.
2) To deliver an open source platform that will allow
application consumers to create, manage and deploy their
data in the cloud (Personal Cloudlet).
Each Personal Cloudlet will have credentials that will be
linked to its user’s identity over the web in a similar way
that a social profile does today.
3) To provide and promote a novel, user-centric
application experience of cloud-based services not only
across different devices and platforms but also inherently
across different applications.
The OPENi framework will enable users to share and
distribute their data across their applications.
4) To ensure the OPENi platform provides support and
maintains a low barrier to entry for application developers
and service providers.
III. MOTIVATION OF THE PROJECT

The design and implementation of the privacy preserving 1) Motivation of the project lies in the idea that it would
and user-centric features of the Personal Cloudlet
be much sophisticated if the various application avail their
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data requirements from one specific resource instead of
gathering it from each of its source independently.
2)So here in this scenario the one specific resource (here,
the admin) has the rights to decide the abstraction level of
data for each of the application who uses the service.
3)It becomes more easy as the applications will just seek
their data requirements from the admin. Also this assures
the privacy and security of the data by the admin.
4)We accomplish these functionalities using the Personal
Cloudlet over cloud.

4) Mobile Client Library: In order to provide access to the
security, API, and Personal Cloudlet frameworks, OPENi
architecture provides a number of mobile client libraries.
One is a cross platform Javascript/HTML library for use in
Apache Cordoba mobile web-apps and HTML5 and
another is a native Android client library.
The combination of the API, Security, and Personal
Cloudlet frameworks concept makes OPENi a very
powerful and beneficial platform for consumers,
application developers, and service providers.

IV.EXISTING SYSTEM PROBLEM

VI.APPLICATIONS

In existing format, the applications have to take the
permission everytime it needs data, i.e., suppose there are
various applications linked with facebook, whenever a
user tries to use the application, the application asks for
the access rights to facebook for that particular user. So,
everytime the applications have to pass through the
security layers for accessing the required data.

It is used in cloud when the stored data on cloud is
required by various applications and the privacy and
security of this data is promised by the Personal Cloudlet
framework. This data is accessed by the applications after
seeking permission from the admin who decides the
abstraction level for each application . We know the
Personal Cloudlet framework and developed a privacypreserving software for accessing data.

V. METHODOLOGY USED

•Increased security
Providing access to the data depending on the permissions
granted and seeked by the applications makes it solely the
responsibility of the admin to check any faults.
•One source
All the data is available at a single location. Suppose an
insurance application wants the hospital and residential
information of the citizens then it will avail it from the
admin directly instead of gaining it from the medical and
electricity department individually.
•Simplicity
Once the application seeks the rights from the admin then
its not needed to pass through the security layers every
time it needs the data.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULT

Fig1. System Architecture
The OPENi platform is composed of four distinct but
interrelated frameworks, they are:
1) Security framework: This framework is responsible for
security on the OPENi platform. The frameworks access
control functionality; tightly coupled with the Cloudlet
Framework; allows users to have more control over their
personal data and their interactions with cloud-based
services.
2) API framework: It is an open framework which
operates with a number of cloud-based services,
abstracting the challenges to a single open standard
without affecting any service features.
3) Personal Cloudlet framework: The OPENi Personal
Cloudlet framework provides users with one location to
store and control their personal data.
Copyright to IJARCCE

Here we have tried to experiment with the abstraction of
the security layers using the Personal Cloudlet framework.
Suppose if a certain application shares it data with the
framework then the same application and the system
admin can access it, also the admin can share this data
with other application according to the privacy and sharing
rules and regulations. Due to this approach the third party
applications need not pass through the security layers
again and again every time instead just seek the
permission rights initially. The OAuth and JWT ensures
the applicability of the required functionalities.
VIII. CONCLUSION AND NEXT STEPS
The OPENi project implements fine grained access control
to empower users with control over how applications can
use their data. This is achieved through the use of REST
based endpoints, object based access control, OPENi
Types, and stateless JSON Web Tokens (JWT). The
implementation allows users to share, reuse, and control
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access to their data across many mobile applications while
maintaining cloud scalability. The open source OPENi
implementation is being leveraged by a number of
commercialization projects for development of scalable
cloud based mobile applications enriched with the privacy
preserving access control mechanisms. Work currently
under way with the OPENi project includes the validation
of the implementation.
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